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First Things First
Letter from the editor From the Mann himself
By Nicholas Weber A Power for change
Concord Editor- in- Chief
By John Mann
Greetings from the Concord staff and welcome to a new Seminary pastor
semester( that' s almost half over)!       
After having solicited articles, worked on the back-page hen Thomas Long was here for the
photo poll and thought about the Holy Spirit, I noticed some- 
rWing,
Celebration of Biblical Preach-
thing. When asked about the Spirit, most people have intricate,  he made a suggestion and an
fascinating stories of God the Holy Spirit at work in their lives. observation that I found fascinating. His sug-
Hearing and reading these stories is a privilege and an encourage- gestion was that we take the Apostles' Creed
ment. It is a relief amidst accusations that Lutherans (and most and put our sermons in the proper box regard-
Christians) ignore the Spirit that people recognize God' s work in ing which article of the Creed the sermon fits
their lives in this way. in and where in that article the sermon fits, as best we can determine.
However, these stories are rarely shared in any public fashion. His suggestion was that ifwe do that over a period of regular preach-
Sure, there is a problem with drawing' undue attention to one's ing, we would begin to see our own imbalances. He went on to
self through misuse of personal testimony. Sure, we shouldn' t observe that as a typical Presbyterian, when he does this on a regular
proclaim our own particular experiences as universal truth. Sure, basis with the sermons he prepares and preaches, he finds that the
we shouldn't trust experiences or feelings that contradict God' s third article of the Creed is the one that gets, by far, the least atten-
Word. Nevertheless, surely we can find a way to share God the tion. That builds on my observation that I' ve carried around for some
Holy Spirit's visible action in our lives in a way that both encour- years about the similar imbalance of our own Lutheran tradition.
ages others and points to God' s ongoing work in the world. (We Nearly 20 years ago, Harvey Cox, the Harvard ethicist and theo-
aren' t deists, after all.)       logian, wrote a book called Fire From Heaven. He looked into why
Robert Capon observes that God has always worked in para- the Pentecostal tradition was the fastest-growing Christian tradition
doxical, world-defying ways that rarely( if ever) involve the display in the world. His answer was that the qualitative difference of the
of raw power. This was especially evident in Jesus Christ's life, experience of emotion and spiritual gifts and fruits in the commu-
actions and parables: God won against sin and death in precisely nity of Pentecostals is for many highly desirable. More importantly,
the way that looked to the world like defeat. He died on the cross Cox claimed, the transforming experience of the power of the Holy
for us. Capon then points out that if this is the way of God the Spirit on those who were Pentecostals so caused their lives to be
Father and God the Son, why should we expect God the Holy transformed that objective observers couldn't miss the difference.
Spirit to work in terms of worldly, obvious, raw power? In other Mann to page 3
words, even if fire, spiritual fortitude, or any other trait we desire
isn' t at our beck and call, that doesn't mean the Holy Spirit isn't
present and active. In fact, the opposite might be true.
All this pontificating on the Holy Spirit moves me to the usual Concordeditorial request: I hope that you will be moved by the Spirit to
write for the Concord this year. Think that one of the writers( or,   concord@luthersem. edu • ( 651) 641- 3260
God forbid, one of the editors) is scribing crazy talk? Send us a 2481 Como Ave. • St. Paul, Minn. 55108
letter to the editor that is well thought out and civil and say so!
Look at the next issue's theme and send us an article! I am pleased
Nicholas Weber—Editor- in- Chief
to announce that the Concord is giving a raise to all our student
Jennifer Lathrop— Production Manager
writersAndy
Behrendt— Copy Editor30 for a half-page( or more) piece and$ 15 for smaller
Katie Fick— Contributing Editor
articles.
May God bless you in the coming year, and may the Holy Spirit
Amber Sue Marten—Staff Photographer
give you courage to make mistakes, to make corrections, and to The Concord is a monthly publication prepared by students at Luther Seminary, 2481
rejoice and be forgiven in Christ more boldly still.   Como Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55108, and reflects no official position of Luther Seminary nor
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America( ELCA). The Concord is distributed in both a
print and an electronic format. Copyright 2009-2010, Luther Seminary. All rights reserved.
Opinions contained in this publication may not necessarily represent the views of the
Concord or of Luther Seminary. Permission is given for the duplication of this publication
This month's Cover photo, by Staff',   for the personal use of persons associated with Luther Seminary. No other use is allowed
features without the expressed written consent of the publisher, Luther Seminary. Questions andPhotographer Amber Sue Marten r comments may be directed to concord@Iuthersem. edu.
Christian Scharer), assistant professor Readers are encouraged to interact with the Concord in a variety of ways. Articles
and" Letters to the Editor" are welcomed, as are less formal responses offered through
of Worship anti Theology. For the story the online version. All submissions should include the author' s name, telephone number
behind the Ima See'  a e'  and, if applicable, class standing. Submissions should be received in our mailbox in thep g Olson Campus Center( 98); at our office, Gullixson 10; or by e- mail. The editor- in- chief
reserves the right to publish, edit or disregard all submissions.
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First Things First
Editorial
Dining Services fails dorm-dwellers
By Nicholas Weber
Concord Editor-in- Chief something that should be provided
by Dining Services through the
he sign outside of the Luther students' meal plan. And even with
Seminary cafeteria states that this creative solution, there are still
Dining Services is" commit-   e      f, six meals a week that students are
ted to providing our community t, left to make for themselves or buy
and guests a variety of delicious offsite without breaking the bank.
foods with attention topersonals Dining Services has also been
and friendlyservice." Yet Dining unreasonable with pricing. Wheng e'.
Services is failing to do this since it a student has to pay more than$ 5
is not consistently providing food for a basic meal of bread, pasta and
for those in our community who questionable green beans, some-
need it most: students who live
towm,
thing is wrong. Considering how
the dorms. far that $ 5 could go at a place
Luther Seminary requires that
i
making a profit, such as a groceryv
all students who live in Stub or or even a restaurant like Jimmy
Bockman halls be on one of two John's, it is ironic that the provid-
different board plan options. The cheaper of the two costs$ 1, 750 per ers of food to our community charge more for poorer fare.
year. This guarantees Dining Services, conservatively, at least$ 87,000 One might argue that Dining Services is just an innocent victim of
from the at least 50 dorm residents. campus-wide budget cuts. This might be the case, but it is no excuse
Board students farm the backbone of Dining Services' budget.     for not providing basic services. Those in charge of Dining Services
They should receive services to meet their needs. Instead, they are must find creative solutions to provide meals to those who need them
ignored as the cafeteria shuts down on the weekends, leaving residents and to start charging reasonable rates for the meals they do provide.
to fend for themselves. Bockman residents do not have the proper For example, meals could be held during the week family-style,
facilities to be expected to cook for themselves and eat well. In fact,    with a set time, so that they wouldn't have to pay the overhead of
their kitchen facilities are poor, with questionable equipment and having the cafeteria open all the time. A single cook could be hired
a lack of appliances that go beyond basic toasting, microwaving or to prepare weekend meals in Bockman. Dining Services could charge
baking. The kitchen is certainly not able to accommodate all the more for catering. It could assign students KP duty, if the money
residents if even one-sixteenth of them decided to cook something situation is desperate. Ultimately, it is not the job of the Concord
different for a given meal.   or the students to find solutions to this problem. The administra-
Students have found creative ways to overcome this challenge for tion must provide Dining Services with enough money to do its job,
one meal. Bockman residents have held community meals, cooked and Dining Services must steward that money well. In this time of
by the students, which cost residents about$ 3 each. The meals are figuratively tightening our belts, dorm residents shouldn't have to
wonderful and a great way to build community. However, this is literally tighten theirs, as well.
Mann from page 2
Specifically, beginning on Azusa Street in credibility even among non-believers that daily living. To use Tom Long's example, we
San Francisco and continuing in much of they were willing to witness to the remark-   need to fill up the third article of the Creed
the Pentecostal tradition thereafter, the pro-   able power for change that attention to the with our efforts, awareness and experiences
found divide over race and culture visible in Holy Spirit in the Pentecostal tradition far more intensively than is typical. It's not
worship was, for most Pentecostals, overcome.   provided.  simply something we need as Lutherans or
African-American, Hispanic and Caucasian Well, ifCox was right, and ifmy analysis of mainline Christians. It is something that
Christians mingled together in congregations our circumstances in overlooking so much of the world needs from those of us who, as
in a way that was atypical of Christian com-   the power and presence of the third person of Trinitarians, claim to take the Holy Spirit as
munities and congregations in most other the Trinity in the experience of our Lutheran seriously as we take Jesus, the Christ, and
traditions. Cox wanted to argue that change tradition is right, we have work to do. Not God, the creator.
in a profound lifestyle pattern carried such just in our preaching but also in our teaching
Luther Seminary 3
Spirit Around the World
What the Holy Spirit is doing in African Christianity today
By Faith Lugazia
Ph. D. student and denied their rights in their own land.     Pentecostals is occupied by miracles and
They innovated African- initiated churches.     improvement of the qualities of life, along
oday the evidence is beyond doubt Many African- initiated churches were the with temporal blessings from God." (Annsi
that the center of gravity of world outcome of missionaries' resistance. These Simojoki, " The` Other Gospel' of Neo- Pen-
Christianity has shifted from the churches today have decreased because they tecostalism in East Africa" in Concordia
West to the non-Western world. And church incorporated some traditional teachings that Theological Quarterly, July 2002, 274.) Such
statistics indicate that Africa has effectively were not compatible with the liberating mes-    judgment is biased as it looks at neo- Pente-
tipped the balance and permanently trans-    sage ofJesus the Christ. The remaining few costalism from a social and not a spiritual
formed Christianity into a non-Western can be traced to southern Africa. point of view. Hence, though theologically
religion. Some scholars think that the shift In the 21st century, African Christianity a good observation, it nevertheless lacks a
is a matter of time— that in the past Europe is characterized by neo- Pentecostals who spiritual aspect of the groups' existence and
and America experienced the same growth,     draw their theology from global Christi-    their contribution to African Spirituality.
and now it is the turn for Africa. Others anity and from the context. They remind Some emphasize that personal salvation
think that warfare, misery caused by poverty,    Africans that salvation in Jesus Christ and in Christ is " a transformative experience
diseases, and natural catastrophe are the Spirit experience are central in Christian wrought by the Holy Spirit" from which
main causes for the growth of the Christian-    faith. Their teachings develop as the world    " such pneumatic phenomena as ` speaking
ity in Africa. I concur with those who argue and times change. There is even an evo-    in tongues,' prophecies, visions, healing,
that the growth of Christianity in Africa is lutionary change of emphasis on certain miracles and signs and wonders in general
the work of the Holy Spirit in the process issues. For example, in the early' 70s, ethics are sought, accepted, valued and consciously
of promise and fulfillment of Pentecost in of holiness was seen as an important aspect encouraged among members as evidence of
Joel and Acts, respectively( Acts 2: 17- 18; cf.     of Christian life for the one saved by Christ.     the active presence ofGod' s Spirit."( J. Kwa-
Joel 2:28- 29).      Since the late ' 90s, " prosperity theology"    bena Asamoah-Gyadu,"` Born ofWater and
The Holy Spirit is working with and for has gained currency. Furthermore, such the Spirit': Pentecostal/ Charismatic Christi-
Africans as he wills. Through the work of groups do not always identify themselves by anity in Africa" in African Christianity: An
the Holy Spirit, Africans have realized that establishing formal churches. Some may be African Story, 2005, 389.)
mission is neither a specific occasion of some churches, many are ministries, and others I would think that the Holy Spirit at work
people nor a specific vocation but that it is a operate from or within mainline churches.     in Africa is challenging churches all over the
participation of the baptized people of God In this scenario, members of neo- Pentecos-    world to look at ways and means of work-
in Missio Dei. Hence, Africans are sent to talism are found both inside and outside the ing ecumenically despite our diversities and
act in love to neighbors. Practically,African mainline churches. to recognize communal sharing of spiritual
Christians first reacted against missionaries'       Some see that" instead of the Gospel of gifts in our churches.
teachings that discriminated against them the forgiveness of sins, the center for neo-
Down the Hill: Luther Seminary through youngere es
f3. I,       A13; i 3F23 .,...•    
Theological musings of a -3- year-old
sometimes his sister, too)
By the Tulin- McCleary Clan me, OK.,That's what you do.
Cast of Characters: Scene 2: Brian and the kids are out-
side playing on the basketball court.
Natalie, the mom Toby: Let's invite Jesus to play basket-
Brian, the dad ball with us.
Toby, the 3- year-old Brian: That sounds good, Toby.
Sophie, the 1- year-old Scene 3: Mom and Toby are getting
ready to pray before bed.
Scene 1: Thefamily is sitting down to Natalie: What would you like to pray wx
talk about the day.     about, Toby?
Toby: Brian, if the devil comes to our Toby: Umm, prob- ly for my cousin,
house, you get a bat and you WHACK
it, OK, Brian?And Mommy, you cuddle Down the Hill to page 13 un
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Spirit Around the World
Where is She?
Searching for holiness in the Holy Land
By Stephanie Bliese weekend adventures,
M. A. senior
my weeks are full of
heartache and the most 3
ike all good born-and- raised Luther-    horrendous stories. The
ans, I have no idea what the Holy injustice and inhuman-  
Spirit is, and talking about it pub-    ity that happens here
licly makes me uncomfortable. Of course,     every day does not
I " logically" know the Holy Spirit. I have make me want to glo-
read enough systematic articles and books rify Jesus' name and be
to make my head explode, but I have never baptized in the Jordan
really learned what it is on a day-to-day basis River. Instead, it makes z
or how to spot Her. (I'm fairly sure that his-    me want to cry, give
ups
torically the Holy Spirit is referred to as a come home and forget
man and that others just don't give the Holy this place even exists.
Spirit a gender, but I always imagine her as a I am sure other peo-
Her. Take it with a grain of salt.)       ple would be able to point out the Holy Spirit to people even though they have no reason
For me, it is like Where's Waldo? Oh! Was in the children laughing while they play soc-    to smile. She is with all of the people who
that the Holy Spirit? Or was that indiges-    cer, the children at the hospital dancing to hold on to peace and God, when everything
tion? Is this the Holy Spirit?Or is it just my pass the time while they're getting dialysis points otherwise. She is with me whenever I
conscience telling me that four more Ferrero or all of the Muslims and Christians eat-    say the Lord' s Prayer or the Apostles' Creed
Rocher are not the way to go? I think the ing together in the cafeteria every day at the and begin to cry because being here and
most logical answer I ever heard was in Pro-    hospital.   being a minority—for the first time in my
fessor Sundberg's class. OK, get out a pencil I don't.  life— when I declare my faith, it means
and paper and draw a triangle. Now, on I see a soccer field surrounded by barbed something. I am sure that She must be here.
each point write one of the following:" God,"    wire, I see children that have to wake up at How can She not be? Without Her no one
Jesus" and" Person." Are you still with me?     3 a. m. every morning so that they can get would be here every day fighting the good
Now on each of the connecting lines( I was through the checkpoints in enough time to fight. No one would stay on their land even
a theater major so I can't possibly even try to get to their treatments at 9 a. m. even though though it is easier to leave. Without Her, I
remember what the geometric term is) write they live 30 minutes away, and I see men don't think God would be here at all. Just
the Holy Spirit. Ta Da! So, there it is. That is and women who are tired and broken. A like the triangle in Sundberg's class... She's
what the Holy Spirit does. God cannot com-    lot of times I don't see or feel God at all. I my only lifeline to God.
municate with Jesus or people without Her.     especially miss God when horrible things are
Jesus cannot communicate with God or us done to people in God' s name ... which is Editor's Note: Stephanie Bliese e
without Her. And we cannot communicate every day. It seems as though so much hatred
a three-month volunteer for th
with Jesus or God without Her. Confused?     and injustice consume this Holy Land that
Lutheran World Federation in
Jerusalem. Most of her time is spent
Me, too. However, I was fully prepared to God can' t even get through.      with the Augusta Victoria Hospital on
hide beneath this confusion, never letting I can' t leave this on a depressing, Deb-    the Mount of Olives.
anyone know how ignorant I was. That bie Downer note. Where
is, until I was asked to write an article on is She? I think She' s in
the Holy Spirit( gulp) ... in the Holy Land everyone here that fights
panic).     for justice against insur-
Everyone has a different experience in the mountable odds. She'
sdW1rI
Holy Land. A lot of people seem to really with the LutheranWorldMIT
enjoy their experiences, and I have heard Federation, which wants The Concord is,seeking d
multiple times that people have decided to to provide housing for
become Christians here and have gone and 80 Christian families so Cart©t?r11StO COIICI LIC
been baptized in the Jordan River. I cur-    Christians do not become regular[y in2UQ9'. Q. If
rently live in East Jerusalem, working for a extinct in this country.  IrlterEStCd, 2- t11aI US at
hospital that serves the poorest of the poor She's with all of the Pal- 
cQnc©rd@IUthersem.edu.from Gaza and the West Bank. Although estinians who smile and
I get to see some amazing things on my say, " Hello! Welcome!"
Luther Seminary 5
Poorer of the Spirit
Pushed around
Here comes the Spirit!
DBy ean GrierBy D
senior
oxygen, and keep the mosquitoes off my feet.     ness to the Spirit in Scripture: the Spirit isM.  
Mostly, though, the presence of the wind as the Spirit does. Second, the Spirit can be
rowing up out on the open prairie, I was simply a matter of daily reality, pushing easy to talk about, and to know, until we
was shaped by the wind. The wind on me, blowing in my face, reminding me I try to define or grasp too tightly. William
was a daily presence with me. I don't was neither alone nor the one in charge, and Paul Young uses the word picture of a wispy
mean gentle breezes that at times wind their keeping me company... like it or not.  Asian woman in The Shack. Did it work for
way down, between buildings and trees here While the Holy Spirit of God cannot be you? Professor Malcolm asked us earlier this
in town, stirring leaves in lazy circles, or equated to the wind, despite the delightful semester who the Spirit is. Suffer me a few
even the bluster that sneaks some rainwater triple word play in both pneuma and ruakh,     crude attempts. The Spirit is where God in
up under an umbrella. I mean raw power I think the Biblical metaphor of wind Jesus joins our hearts, heads, and hands. The
surging unhindered across the landscape.       offers insight into the Spirit of God. First,     Spirit is exactly where we are supposed to be.
At times it could be frightening. I rernem-    the Spirit moves me. For you. Toward all The Spirit is God breaking into our commu-
ber being pushed backward while walking of us. God' s Spirit encounters and makes nity. Breaking out. Breaking through. The
against it once when I was young. My wife point of entry into our lives at the vertical Spirit of God crashes into our presence with
watched the wind throw an anchored metal and horizontal cross- shaped intersection of the transforming power of the full Kingdom
shed over our neighbor's head, up over the movement— from isolation to community,     ofGod in our sin, in our joy, in our grief, as
road and into a slough. And a friend huddled from old enslavements to new possibilities,    we put our next foot on the sidewalk, wrestle
under the basement stairs as a twisting wind from sinfulness to forgiveness, out of self with Tillich, write out our rent check, and
scraped his house off level at the foundation.     into others, from death to life. You can't get even as we hear ourselves beginning to
In the cold months, the sudden assault of far into the list of biblical references to the critique the awful theology in our goofy
the wind would take my breath away. In my Spirit before you get a sense of identity in classmate' s essay... like it or not.
quieter moments, it would play the rushing activity. If you' ll pardon a slight irreverence,
music of the grass, bring a constant supply of there seems to be a certain Bubba Gump-
The voice of the Spirit
Death, despair and hope on the Emerald Isle
By Elliott Maim a picture to prove it). He had a personal let-       That day we spoke at length on faith and
M. Div. senior ter from C. S. Lewis that he called his most belief in God. He was not a believer, and
s students preparing for the ministry,     cherished possession. He is also credited with scoffed at my desire to become a pastor. Yet
it is our job to learn how to inter-    introducing the current President of Ireland,     there he was, treasuring a letter from C. S.
pret and confess the faith. Yet the Mary McAleese, to her husband when he Lewis, a great Christian apologist. The man
process in which we learn how to do this is was their professor of debate. As a teacher,    was unsure, questioning. His life of afHu-
ongoing. We are called to witness to a hope he drove his pupils to achieve perfection in ence and order did not give him the security
not in ourselves but in Jesus who is" the pio-    both written and verbal expression. But, to or hope people wish for when faced with
neer and perfecter ofour faith." In his letter what end was all this striving?    death. And I could not give the man hope
to the Romans, Paul wrote, " Likewise the One day I asked his thoughts on Oscar that day. But as we talked, one was with me
Spirit helps us in our weakness; for we do Wilde' s novel, The Picture ofDorian Gray.     who could: the Holy Spirit. I do not know
not know how to pray as we ought, but that As an American, I expected his response to how the man's faith stands today, but I pray
very Spirit intercedes for us with sighs too bear satisfaction in it being one of the great the Holy Spirit is at work in him.
deep for words." As future ministers we must examples of Irish literature. He shocked me It is tempting at times to credit ourselves
learn how to trust in the Spirit of God that when he responded, " It makes me afraid."    with work that is God' s. But as the Spirit
creates faith and works in ways we cannot Puzzled, I asked, " Why?" His simple reply works in our future congregations, may
comprehend.       was, " Death." His doctor had told him he it also work in us, helping us point not to
After college, I spent several months living was in poor health and he confided in me," I ourselves, but to Jesus and the cross. And
and working in Dublin, Ireland. While there,     know that I am getting closer and closer to may the Spirit be present in the words of
I met an older, eccentric but brilliant teacher death." Like Dorian, there was nothing this faith that you and I are still learning how
of English at a private Presbyterian school man could do to cheat death. No wisdom he to speak.
in an upscale coastal town. The man had possessed or work of his own could save him
been a schoolmate of Seamus Heaney( with from this death.
6 Concord
Power of the Spirit
The Holy Spirit and the spirit of the age
Are we choosing Oprah over Paul?
By Walter sundberg praying fervently for rebirth at the Pillar of Fire Church located 10
Professor of Church History miles off the interstate( or deep in the inner city) is simply not how
worship is done. The Spirit is different in different places.
he Spirit is different in different places. Or maybe there are Or maybe there are different spirits among which we are called
different spirits among which we are called to discern the Holy to discern the Holy Spirit. "A god within me fortifies me," said
Spirit. Ralph Waldo Emerson, " a god outside of me makes me a wart and
The Old Testament proclaimed the Father manifestly, and the a wen." Emerson identifies the spirit of the age, especially in middle-
Son more hiddenly. The New Testament manifested the Son, and class America. It is a real contender. But is it the Holy Spirit?
suggested the deity of the Spirit. Now the Spirit himself is resident In Reinventing American Protestantism, Donald E. Miller, a pro-
among us." So wrote Gregory of Nazianzus ( 329- 389) during the fessor of religion at the University of Southern California and a
time when the doctrine of the Trinity was taking fuller shape lead-    self-confessed liberal Protestant Episcopalian, studied three success-
ing to the Second Ecumenical Council. Gregory believed, and the ful sectarian church movements in California: Calvary Chapel, Hope
Council affirmed, that Spirit and Church belong together. If this Chapel and the Vineyard. At the time of the book' s publication a
theological and creedal assertion reflects accurately the Divine inten-    decade ago, these three churches had spawned nearly 1, 400 congrega-
tion, then God must desire division and disruption in the Body of tions in the United States and abroad. Part of the power of Miller's
Christ, especially for the established church; for that is what the book is that it represents" a personal pilgrimage" for its author. Miller
Spirit has brought.   did not expect to find what he found. Whereas he had thought for
Disagreement over the Spirit was an important factor that divided most of his adult life that the problem of the church was the ratio-
the Church East and West in 1054. Spirit-driven movements from nal one of the dissonance between faith and modern knowledge, he
Montanism to Pentecostalism have raised suspicion and fear among learned anew the old truth that" the heart has its reasons that reason
established churches because of their penchant for such marks of iden-    does not know."
tity as:( 1) privileging an individualistic interpretation of Scripture;( 2)       At Hermosa Beach in Southern California one Sunday afternoon,
devaluing ecclesiastical hierarchy; (3) tending toward anti-sacramen-    Miller watched 70 new members give testimony to their conversion
talism; (4) embracing political radicalism; ( 5) emphasizing spiritual and new life and receive baptism in an extended worship service that
ecstasy as the ratification of genuine faith; and most importantly was anything but an exercise in Conventional Christianity:" Several
6) defining genuine faith as conversion; nothing less than a change cited drugs or divorce as the precipitating factor that brought them
from the old self to the new will suffice to make a Christian.     to Hope Chapel. Others talked about a general feeling of emptiness
The last two of these marks of identity are particularly important.     and commented on the family warmth they found the very first time
Established churches define membership by sacramental incorpora-    they came to Hope Chapel." For Miller this scene disclosed the pur-
tion. They seek cultural accommodation with dominant elites in pose of true worship in the Spirit going back to the very origin of the
society. Their leadership is urban and university-educated. They church: "As they were talking, I flashed back to another baptismal
gravitate toward European liturgical forms. They are politically pro-    scene... when John baptized people in the river Jordan, and I began
gressive. They place a premium on intellect and control ofemotions,     to wonder if those first-century converts might have said something
at least when it comes to things supernatural. When it comes to similar to the seventy people I had just heard give witness."
things natural, however, intellect and emotional control give way to
the comforting canons of the therapeutic mindset. The ratification of
the self is the guiding principle. Before this principle even Scripture
must surrender. This engenders a theology that, concerning people Word•
and their desires, is more Oprah Winfrey than St. Paul. People don't
need to change; they need to be affirmed as they are. Away with
confession: " I am not by nature sinful and unclean."  Oates lots)—verb (Oatesed, Oatesing,
These characteristics make established churches conventional, not Oateses) [transitive]
transformational, institutions in Western culture. They reflect a form
of Christianity" from which the terror has been removed," as Kierkeg- Relegate to a secondary status, i.e. that
aard once put it in his usual arresting manner. Grace is the defining
message of these churches, not law; grace that is represented, in the of John Oates (to Daryl Hall): We have
words of Bonhoeffer, " as the Church' s inexhaustible treasure, from Oatesed the Holy Spirit beneath the Father
which she showers blessings with generous hands, without asking
and the Sonf gor too Ion See also Bosoquestions or fixing limits." For members of these churches, especially
the clergy trained at prestigious schools, the idea of whooping it up verb).
at a camp meeting because one has been saved from damnation or
Luther Seminary 7
What the Spirit' s Cooking
Low-calorie ministry
What to cook on internship
By Laura Aase Repeat.
M. Div. middler
3. Learn names of kids. Call them by name. Seriously. Don't be
Recipe for Awkward Upstate New York afraid to ask them again ifyou forget— they' ll tell you. Repeat.
Holy Spirit Salad 4. Tell them things they never hear. " I am happy to see you" or" I
am so glad you're here" or" you belong" or" you are really good
Ingredients at----------------- ( be creative and honest). Repeat.
Kids who come to church without adults. Every week. On 5. Be prepared to speak words of love even when you don't feel
their own.    particularly motivated to do so. Repeat.
Patience, flexibility( not found next to starchy items)   6. Make connections with families of kids. Go to their homes.
Attention directed toward kids. Best to aim for center.    Knock on their doors. Yell through closed doors. Repeat.
Water( sometimes) 7. Involve kids with other adults and other kids. Brace yourself.
Repeat.
Word( always, although don't settle for just one brand)
Stir all ingredients together in a large container, but don't expect
Music( it usually helps) it to stay contained. The consistency will change each week, and it
Glue, glitter, basketballs, jump ropes, worship won't taste like you imagined. Preparation time varies between one
and 25 years, although will likely take longer. Sometimes the ingre-
dients will actively clash. You will get messy. You will get wet.
Directions Cooks comments: Things to consider
1. Hang out by the front door of the church, either outside or The south side of Syracuse, N.Y., has gone from a comfortable,
inside. ( Being outside has more potential for ingredients to get white middle-class neighborhood to a rough-hewn, low-income, black
mixed in on the inside.)
neighborhood. Assumptions here are not helpful but inevitable.
2. Smile. Ask kids about themselves. Listen. Listen. Listen.       You will need your" yelly" assertive voice that can be heard clearly
through closed doors for the duration of entire conver-
sations. Act natural. Embody a non- anxious presence.
Bonus: No need to comb your hair!)
When invited into a home, be ready to serve as host.emu,      
Wander through home to find people, offer yourself a seat.
Talk over the television. Yell over the music. Be prepared
Ater year pf InteCrt5h1€pt Eat Your v y Through t1lle '  for them to tell you deeply personal things quickly over
TSfiTba Clties iS bask. Each 81.651,      a Volunteer hzr3St trill loud music, over TV. Listen. Listen some more. Act natu-
C athen With© thers ft cpm the Lot ter S? l t1lti ry com,fT3t nity ral. Embody anon-anxious presence.When a kid wants to join the church and be baptized
for a meal at a chosen venue h 1oSt rltes a review and his or her parent is elusive, remember the look in the
alacut the dining experience, and the anrcord correrS the kid' s eyes, the crack in his or her voice, as he or she asks
you again and again," Did you talk to my mom?" Keep at
CQSt a hiS ai her meal. >Fverybcdy mins.       it. Assure the kid. Assure yourself.
For the love of God, don't say words you learned at
T hkInont6:;1, oin hosts Matt an Cathy Skiririer at seminary out loud. Seriously.
Bralsa Premium R° tisserte' Hennepin Ave" Cooking environment
11tnneapol15( wwwbraSaus), 061 esday oct.  7, Meet by;    The soundtrack, white noise, and physical reality ofyour
the inforrrtation dusk int the 41snn Campus Center a 6: 303 cooking environment will most likely include but not be
limited to: public arguing, teeth- rattling hip- hop, star-
Jingly filthy language, hearty laughter, visible suspicion,
ear-splitting silence, blatant neglect, addiction, laziness,
A' le you hungry t4 hosts`  _M apathy,usa  palpable fear, hugs, tears, water, words, actual
CtJ 1COT{   IUthE t'St?rlt. CIU an  77t?   se sl"t QLL I I ..   relationships.
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Fish or Cthulhu?
Something fishy What sort of Spirit?
The Holy Spirit in Seattle By Adam Morton
M. Div. middler
By Aimee Appell
M. Div. senior
We should not regret the lack of a Personal Discernment
BuddyTm( as if that would help)
hen my daughter was 2 years old, her favorite movie was
Finding Nemo. We watched that movie so many times,
that I began to theologize it, just to break the monotony.     
That is not dead which can eternal lie,
Dory, the little, blue tang fish with short-term memory loss, came And with strange aeons even death may die.
to be my favorite character. Throughout the movie, she serves as a
foil to the worrying, retentive Marlin. Marlin tries to blame oth-    hese lines from H. P. Lovecraft's 1926 sci- fi/ horror story The
ers for every problem and control every outcome. Dory simply says,    Call ofCthulhu do not refer to our God. Alien beings of form
When life gets you down, you know and character incomprehensible to mortals do not, I think,
what you gotta do? Just keep swim-    threaten to burst upon the earth from their antediluvian slumber.
ming." At one point, caught in the But death, the death of death and the one who works these do con-
belly of a whale, she tries to convince cern us.
And then Marlin to simply let go and trust for We tend now to speak of the Holy Spirit in terms better fitting
thought, " 0h,      a change. " How do you know some-    energy drinks or blue- painted Scots with giant swords. Wherever
thing bad isn' t going to happen?"    two or three hundred are jazzed up to the point of tingles, that's the
crap! I m a he asks. " I don' t!" is her reply. As I Spirit, right?And isn't freedom on the march everywhere( exceptingChristian!" P        (    p
watched over and over, I came to see all the places it isn' t, but why be a buzzkill), with the Spirit breaking
Dory as a cartoon fish depiction of down boundaries and leading us to new heights ofwelcominess? This
the Holy Spirit.     kind of talk works at times, but not every tingle is a message from
I came to Christianity as an adult. And really, the last thing I the Lord. Ours is not a domesticated Spirit, no toothless Casper the
wanted to be was a Christian. Most of my life, my interactions with Holy Ghost.
Christians had been colored by judgmental hypocrisy( on both sides).       We speak of the Lord of Hosts. This Lord stirred up the deep into
I didn't want to be like them, because they didn't think they were actual stuff, then smothered the chariots of Egypt in that same deep.
like me. Yet somehow, in my late 20s, I found myself walking into This Lord came upon the judges of Israel, granting some seriously
a Lutheran Church in Seattle, Wash. I met some people, heard a enhanced killing power. This Lord chucked the newly baptized Jesus
sermon, and went home. A month or so later, I brought my fiance out into the desert to be ambushed by the Evil One. And, at the last,
with me, and we started attending regularly. But I was adamantly this Lord raised Jesus from the dead.
not a Christian. I studied and listened, with no intention of believ-       OK, then, the point is made: The Spirit is not tame, and not quite
ing. I asked tough questions, laid my doubts on the table and always ours. But should that same Spirit come to live in us, to colonize our
expected to be told I was wrong. But I never was, and so I kept on frames and heap us up into a Church, what are we to expect? Mani-
coming. As I listened to the sermons, I occasionally heard some-    festations of terrifying power?Vigor and success? A sudden affinity
thing that made sense. Then I found myself nodding. And one day,     for drum circles among middle-class Caucasians? No, the Spirit stalks
it occurred to me," Well, of course God became human— God wants a strange battlefield, lurking along the wire in the no man's land
relationship with us. That's how God works." And then I. thought,     between death and life. It is onto such ground that the Spirit calls
Oh, crap! I' m a Christian!"  and gathers us, though we do not want to go. The divine re- animator
As I reflect on my conversion, I picture a little Dory fish. She plies his trade in the Valley of Dry Bones, knitting together a new
swims along next to me, singing annoying little songs that keep me heavens and a new earth from the assorted nothing of the old. There,
focused. As I studied and sought, seeking a faith that made sense to in the gloom, we receive forgiveness of sins, life and salvation.
me, doubting all the time that any ever would, she was telling me But isn' t the Spirit active in this life and this world? More than
to " just keep swimming." She kept me coming back again to that we can know. Every trace of life, every twitch and spark and fizzle is
church in Seattle, even when I didn't want to. And one day, when she given by the Spirit— death and life both. But this Spirit is nobody's
sensed I was ready, she told me to simply let go and trust. I know that sidekick, handy with the useful suggestions and quips when the
the Holy Spirit moves me, because I tried to believe in anything but Enemy has us trapped. We should not regret the lack of a Personal
Jesus Christ, by my own reason and strength. But I couldn't. Like Discernment Buddy"( as if that would help). Nor would sheer power
Marlin, my own reason and strength just got me into trouble. But,     do us any good, as if one of Lovecraft's Elder Ones had filtered down
like Marlin, I have a Dory fish that keeps me moving, and the Holy to us from the stars, in its madness blind and indifferent to our con-
Spirit has called, enlightened and sanctified me, and daily keeps me terns. No, we need the Holy Spirit, who is our advocate, who knows
in faith. Thanks be to God! our need, and who makes us new.
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After the Assembly
The challenge continues   . . .   in conversation
By Christian Scharen
Assistant professor of Worship and Theology I was in seminary during the years Vision and Expectations was
drafted( it began as a two- page document titled" Sexual Expecta-
hen I preached in chapel on Wednesday, Sept. 23, 1 took tions for Rostered Leaders in the ELCA'). I felt the tension as gay
the Gospel lesson straight to the issue of the ELCA's votes persons serving in ministry in the Bay area slowly were removed or
on sexuality and ministry policy. It is posted on my blog marginalized, and fellow students dropped out or switched to M.A.
http:// faithasawayoflife. typepad.com) ifyou missed it.   degrees. While I had intended to write an M.A. thesis on worship
Some were worried that I was" using" preaching to address social and social ethics, my anger over this situation drew me into writing
issues. Some appreciated my courage in straightforwardly addressing about the ELCA's struggles over marriage and homosexuality, which
the elephant in the room. Others were grateful both for my strong I have always seen as interconnected. That thesis was later published
statement of my own position and for making legitimate space to as my first book, Married in the Sight ofGod, thereby placing me in
stand for those who disagree. Along the way I sought to articulate the midst of ELCA conversations about blessing same- sex unions
what it might look like if we both held our own convictions with and calling those in such unions to positions of ministry leadership
humility and engaged seriously with the best arguments of those on the rosters of the ELCA.
with whom we disagree. This, I believe, is something of what Paul While I was serving a congregation in Connecticut, the ELCA
has in in Romans 12.    Task Force on Human Sexuality read my book, alongside Merton
Here's a bit of my story. In college at Pacific Lutheran, I hadn't Strommen's book, The Church and Homosexuality: Searchingfor a
met a gay person( knowingly!). I wrote a paper in a Christian Ethics Middle Ground. Up to this point my work had remained largely in
course about why an otherwise qualified young man who was gay academic circles. Now The Lutheran asked us both to write articles
ought not to be ordained. Scripture, I argued, convinced me that in response to the question: Is homosexuality another expression of
the call to holy living incumbent in the office ofword and sacrament God' s creation? That was, and is, the central question. Predictably
ministry disqualified homosexuals. The very next year, in Lutheran Dr. Strommen titled his article" Not Part" and mine could have been
Volunteer Corps, the organist at my church and the Franciscan titled" Part." Letters— to me and to The Lutheran— quickly posi-
brother with whom I worked at the homeless shelter both told me tioned me as a heretic, as Gnostic, as offering a" new revelation" or
they were gay. I've written at length about this (see" Experiencing a" new word." I felt terribly misunderstood, both by these simplistic
the Body" at www.luthersem. edu/ cscharen), but the long and short rejections of my argument and by the simplistic progressive" pats on
of it is that those very faithful persons caused a reassessment of the the back" that just as easily ignored what I actually said.
scriptures.       Over the years, what has most bothered me is the claim that I
have abandoned Scripture in my search for understanding on this
difficult issue. Lutherans who don't want radical change tend to pull
out Luther's rhetoric against the" heavenly prophets"— especially
Thomas Muntzer and Andreas Karlstadt. Luther thought that in their
rush to implement the ideas of the Reformation they abandoned the
OU
Word and followed heavenly voices within themselves. To caricature
such a position, Luther suggested that" Dr. Karlstadt... has devoured
Thins are difficult 'right Clot botht the the Holy Spirit feathers and all"( LW40:83). I do not think heavenly
SetTtl[ tary and in aur corrtmunities. Our etont t7ti voices are speaking to me, but as Carter Lindberg notes in his The
situation has touched the liues'of e rryr ne. 1" na European Reformations, the polemical character of the 1520s might
tial ald has been' slashed. Iseople are loslnC their have hardened Luther's position so that he lost the capacity to prop-
jobs and their homes. Aid ai ench s arC'#acing Finan- erly account for how human experience impacts our reading of the
cial hc rtf lls,eue as rttpre:
After the Assembly
Discernment by democracy
By Javen Swanson more truth and more infallibility than an individual person does."First-year M.Th. student
Lutherans, of course, differ with Catholics on this point. Laying
Where was the Holy Spirit at Churchwide Assembly in down the foundations for a doctrine of the priesthood of all believers,
August?According to some accounts, the Holy Spirit was Martin Luther was clear that the spiritual elite are no holier or better
shooed from the plenary hall as voting members debated equipped to interpret Scripture or distinguish right from wrong than
and ultimately approved an ungodly social statement on human sexu-    any other Christian believer. In his treatise To the Christian Nobility
ality and a set of policy recommendations that opened the door to ofthe German Nation, Luther writes,` All Christians are truly of the
non- celibate gay clergy. Was the Spirit really absent? Who has the spiritual estate, and there is no difference among them except that
authority to dictate what the Spirit is saying to the Church today?       of office." And if this is the case, Luther wonders, " Why should we
In the Catholic tradition, this authority lies with the pope. Here,     not also have the power to test and judge what is correct or incorrect
one man acting alone can exercise the power of his office to announce in matters of faith?"
a final and infallible decision. Perhaps the most influential Catholic If such decision-making authority rests not with a single individual,
theologian of the 20th century, Karl Rahner, writes in his Foun-    nor with some kind ofspiritual elite, but with all Christians equipped
dations ofChristian Faith that it is risky to give the pope so much with a Bible, then we must rely on a democratic process to settle
authority, since he is a fallible, finite human being. But, he says, this important questions of faith. As Lutherans we believe that the Spirit
is also true of the church as a whole. A group of people is no less speaks through consensus. There will certainly be times when the
human than an individual person. In other words, it may be danger-    church is led astray, and we can only pray that in those moments the
ous to give so much authority to one fallible, finite human being, but Spirit will work through a new consensus to get us back on track. But
it's certainly no safer to give such authority to a whole group of fal-    to abandon consensus, to transfer decision-making authority away
lible, finite human beings." To introduce democratic considerations from the church at large to a privileged group of spiritual elite or to
at this point is out ofplace for the church," he says." A large number a single individual, would be decidedly un-Lutheran.
of bishops quite certainly does not represent and does not guarantee
In the pit
By Lyle Belleque During the Churchwide Assembly
M. Div. middler of numerous ELCA and predecessor bodies, Bishop Hanson declared we are at theLCA, AELC, and ELCA congregations, a intersection of fear and hope." Is he
hutch conflict is the pits, and here we veteran of synod assemblies in three synods,
suggesting that those who disagree
are again in the midst of more of it.   and for nearly a decade as a part of Word- with him base their decisions on fear?
I pray I will wake up tomorrow and Alone. Yet I, and others, remain in the ELCA.
read Psalm 40 in the past tense: " I put my Over the years some of us have come together In light of the ELCA claiming to
hope in the LORD; He inclined toward me,   in reform/ renewal groups such as WordAlone respect the" bound conscience" ofoth-
and heeded my cry. He lifted me out of the and Lutheran CORE. We follow our calling ers with regard to sexuality:
miry pit, the slimy clay, and set my feet on in the hope that the ELCA will preach the What is the track record of ELCA
a rock, steadied my legs. He put a new song gospel with clarity and in purity.A few of the bishops in respecting the bound
into my mouth, a hymn to our God. May issues under discussion include:   conscience of those requesting non-
many see it and stand in awe, and trust in What is the central message of the episcopal ordinations in accordance
the LORD. Happy is the man who makes gospel? with ELCA by-laws?
the LORD his trust, who turns not to the Forgiveness of Sins?
arrogant or to followers of falsehood."    Radical Inclusion? In matters of faith, can the con-
But here we are living with a fractured Social Gospel?    science be bound to something
other than the Word of God?
unity, looking for people to blame. We wish Is repentance for our sins necessary?
that if one vote had gone differently at some These are but a few of the issues before
point in the past 22 years things would be How does the ELCA discern whether us. This isn' t just about August. Many are
better. We live wishing that one side or the
its actions are the work of the Holy struggling with how— and where— to best
other would just go away. But neither" side" Spirit? proclaim the gospel. It is my hope that Luther
has gone away, and neither has our funda- What does it mean to belong to a Seminary can be a place where we deliberate
mental disagreements over biblical authority denomination whose public statements the questions posed above and, in the end,
and interpretation, ecclesiology, and perhaps are entirely in alignment with one be lifted out of the miry pit, and steadied
even the nature of the gospel itself. I have political party?       on the Rock.
weathered many of these battles as a member
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Experiences With the Spirit
Slapped in the back of the head by the Holy Spirit:
The  "Oh,  Crap!'  Moment
By Craig Wexler both had to preach in lab that day). She went downstairs while I went
M. Div. senior
up to the library. I printed off the sermon, did some highlighting of
the central points I felt needed to be expressed, looked over the bul-
ve been told that the Holy Spirit seems to work in mysterious letin I had prepared to go with the sermon and began to read some
ways. The Spirit works through the word of the gospel. The Spirit pages for another assignment in another class. Then it happened!
works Christ's light into the darkness ofpeople's tragedy through One hour and 55 minutes later— I remember it vividly— I was sud-
our presence offered in pastoral care. While on internship, I remem-    denly overwhelmed with an urge to check my class schedule and see if
ber times after sermons when people would come up to me and my preaching lab started at 1: 10 p.m. like I was 99.9 percent certain
mention a certain part of my sermon that really touched them— and it was supposed to. Maybe the urge was due to my stomach growling,
I knew that I had said nothing of the sort( once again, I give thanks maybe it had something to do with the boring reading I was attempt-
to the Holy Spirit). However we may understand this most unusual ing to entertain myself with, or maybe( as I think), I suddenly looked
and, in many instances, unexplainable third part of the Trinitarian at the schedule because the Holy Spirit was telling me to!
Godhead, one thing is for sure: We never know exactly when or how I thought I was going to see if I had time for lunch, but I saw that
the Spirit will act within our lives. I believe the Spirit is always pres-    I was supposed to have been in preaching lab since 10: 40 a. m. and
ent and active, but there are certain moments in one's life when one it was now 11: 55 a. m.! This is when I had my" Oh, Crap" moment! I
knows that the Spirit is present. For me, this presence came like a packed up my things as fast as I could and sprinted over to the Chapel
whack in the back of the head! Let me explain:    of the Cross. I carefully entered the chapel in time to give my sermon.
It was Tuesday, Sept. 21, 2009. The skies were overcast, it was I apologized up and down to everyone. They all forgave me.
unusually warm for a late September day, and I was in the library This is my story of the Holy Spirit working in obvious moments
in Gullixson Hall. In the morning, I have Modern Church History.     and through sudden and obvious ways. Needless to say, I haven' t
After class, I was talking with one of my preaching lab partners about been late or absent from labs ever since, and my class schedule is
our plans for the rest of the morning. She told me she had to go and memorized for the rest of the semester! Thanks be to God!
print her sermon off for lab and I said that I had to do the same( we
Holy Toledo  . . .  I mean,  Spirit!
By Amber Sue Marten gladly share those goodies with others.
M. Div. senior the Holy Spirit at work in other people. So
for those of you who are in the same place 6. They care about the needs of their
Common phrases: Holy Buckets! Holy I was a year ago (completely clueless about
neighbor. They have a heart for the
Cow! Holy Moley! Holy Hannah! Holy the incredible power of the Holy Spirit), here
less fortunate, and reach out when
Guacamole! Holey Jeans!       are some characteristics I found to be true
there is a need.
for people.who seemed to be BFFs with the 7. Gossip, trash- talking, stealing and
A not-so- common phrase: Holy Spirit! Holy
Spirit:     cheating are not even on their radar.
1. They offer a smile or greeting in
passing. What characteristics can you think of?
or the first 25 years of my life (wow,       2 They tend to have a certain peace If you think you have any of these traits,
that makes me sound really old) I about them. When crisis strikes and good news: The Spirit is likely working
never really talked about the Holy something awesome in you! More goodothers are freaking out, the Spirit isSpirit. Even in seminary, it was not a part
working through them to bring peace news: Even if you don't have any of these
of my vocabulary. Then I took a little to any situation.      
traits, the Spirit is still workingl
trip— called internship— to southern Cali-    So ... are you filled with the Holy Spirit?
fornia, and my whole vocabulary changed.       3. They find ways to equally challenge Have you noticed a slow change for the
My internship congregation could not stop and support others.  better in your life? Have you kicked a bad
talking about the Holy Spirit— in a good 4. They seem to be in constant prayer, habit? Have you reconciled a broken rela-
way. And they were not all talk. Most of communicating with God.  tionship? Don't go taking the all the credit
them were even filled with the Holy Spirit.       5 The tend to carr with them a whole
for the goodness. Let's give a cheer for the
Imagine that!       y y Holy Spirit!
It did not take long for me start seeing bag of optimism and positivity, and
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Experiences With the Spirit
Where brokenness and hope meet
By Frank Johnson
M. Div. intern, Holy Cross Lutheran Church— Salem, Ore.
was just handed some sort ofpastry. Covered in the kind of glaze
that will make my arteries shine with gooey lubrication, packed My role isn' t to forecast the Holy Spirit' s
so densely that the sugar content somehow exceeds the volume actions, as iffunctioning as a spiritual
of the treat itself and smelling equal parts cinnamon and aphrodisiac,    meteorologist. " It' s partly cloudy with
this is the kind of offering I am becoming accustomed to at Holy justice falling like rain and a chance ofCross. How on earth does one say no to so many freely bestowed salvation on the horizon." NO not quite.
calories? People here just want to give and give and give. My office
and apartment contain no fewer than seven lamps. I'm not even sure
I have that many outlets.
Now, I can hardly blame the congregation for wanting me to feel creation to the point of becoming human, so the Holy Spirit enters
welcome. After all, I am pretty much the greatest thing to happen to into the deepest, darkest places of human existence— places that
the world since the Ziploc bag, but this is starting to get ridiculous.     desire nothing but to remain apart from God.
What compels people to keep giving, even when the apartment is       ' There is brokenness here, as with every place under the sun, and
well- furnished and my stomach full?I' d love to think it's my winning there is also tremendous hope. The Holy Spirit is most viscerally tan-
personality, but this can only account for so much. It's almost like gible where brokenness and hope meet. There are youth here with no
there's something working in this place bigger than me, bigger than positive home life, who are torn between family and friends, count-
any ofus; something that seems holy and— what's the word?—spiri-    less temptations and the constant fears that come with the teenage
tual. I don' t quite know what it is, but rest assured that the remaining years. In them, the Holy Spirit is moving. There are homebound
eleven months ofmy internship will be dedicated to finding out what individuals here facing regrets, fears and the coming realization of
it is about these people that makes them so darn generous.       death. In them, the Spirit rests.
The above silliness notwithstanding, I am reluctant to say that the My role isn't to forecast the Holy Spirit' s actions, as if functioning
Spirit is working in a particular fashion at Holy Cross. To say that as a spiritual meteorologist." It's partly cloudy with justice falling like
God's Spirit is particularly active in this way or that seems to infer rain and a chance of salvation on the horizon." No, not quite. Instead,
that it is somehow less active elsewhere and I don't believe that's the I become a part of the story of this place through which the Spirit of
case. We can be more or less receptive to the Spirit's presence in a God continues to move, guiding us inexorably toward life in Christ.
given place or time, but that doesn' t make it less present elsewhere.     In the meantime, I get to marvel at the generosity, helpfulness, cour-
It's like assuming that wind is only blowing through the trees of a age and love this community has for one another and for me. Then,
forest and nowhere in-between, since the trees are the only visible I get to bring home another lamp.
evidence of the wind's impact. just as God has entered deeply into
Down the Hill from page 4
cause he is sick. God, please help Brody Natalie: I see. Was the Holy Spirit with us tion in Texas? Was the Holy Spirit there?
to not be sick so he can feel better. Amen.   in Texas( during Brian's internship)?       Sophie: Yes.
Mommy, God loves me, and God likes me,      ( Sophie makes her debut.) Toby: It was good. I liked the people.
and God is so cute!  Sophie: Yeah.     Sophie: Yeah.
Scene 4. Sitting down to dinner one night,      Toby: Carlos( our neighbor) was there.  Brian: Did you know that the Holy Spirit
the family tries to address this month's topic. Sophie: Car-los! helps us to pray? Sometimes we may not
Natalie: Toby, what do you think about Brian: Yes, he was. Did you guys like know what to say or how to pray about how
the Holy Spirit?   Texas?     we' re feeling, but the Holy Spirit helps us. It
Toby: Umm, it' s pretty funny! ( He Sophie: Yeah.  takes our prayers to God, whether we say
smirks.)      Toby: Yeah, it was good.       them or not. Isn't that cool?
Brian: Where is the Holy Spirit? Natalie: What did you like about it?    Toby: That is cool!
Toby: Not at Mercy Seat! Sophie: Swim!
Natalie: Oh. Well, don't tell Pastor Kae or Toby: The basketball court. It was warm Toby and Sophie havefinally had enough and
Pastor Mark. Where is it, then?  in Texas, also. And I liked the cowboys. ( Not are no longer moved by the Spirit to continue
Toby: In the OCC Chapel with some loud the football team.) this conversation. They chase each other out of
guys.  Natalie: How did you like our congrega-   the room, giggling.
Luther Seminary 13
Entertainment
The Eternal Present
The invention of God?
By Katie FickBy K
senior tries to explain it to his friends by saying, " I said something that ...M.     
wasn't." He begins to explore the boundaries of such behavior, such
used to read a blog by a woman named Pamela Ribon, a fun and as telling his friends that he invented the bicycle. And my brain says,
creative writer who described herself as a wonder killer. Yes, she really?People can' t differentiate between the truth( not that truth is
killed wonder. She meant that she could not let a question hang a word in this movie) and a lie, even one they should easily know or
in the air, from" Do you think people still use pay phones?" to obvi-    can look up in a book?
ously rhetorical questions like," Who does that?" She had to answer But then something tragic happens: Mark' s mother is dying. And
questions. Definitively.      she is afraid because when she dies she will enter into" eternal noth-
I discovered, in watching the new movie The Invention ofLying,     ingness." Her fear and pain are real, and so Mark does the only thing
that I am not a wonder killer but a wonder maker. I cannot hold he can think of to bring her peace: He lies. He tells her that, when she
back from questioning everything, even dies, there isn't nothing; she will go to her favorite place in
sitting to relax and watch a movie.' The n the world, and all the people she loves will be there, and
Invention ofLying is a light, fizzy comedy
GERYAI$ aUNER HUC K LWE FEY
she' ll have a mansion and be eternally happy. And so his
a,F     " ntffi
that takes place in a world where humans mother dies with a smile on her face.
i
never evolved to have the ability to lie. Con That's right, folks. The Invention ofLying may be the title,
sequently, they end up saying things that but lying is simply something Mark evolves into doing.
sound painfully true, from the receptionist What he invents is a heaven.
at a nursing home asking, " Are youheren That would be the end of it if the people who work in
to abandon an elderly person today?" to an the hospital hadn't overheard his story to his mother. Soon
v
assistant telling her former boss, " I hated people are flocking to him, wanting to hear more about
TRUD
a`   what happens when you die. So Mark goes even further:every minute of working for you." Funny,
right? But I couldn't just sit and enjoy the He invents a Man in the Sky who controls everything,
movie; I couldn't just roll with the premise.     OFincluding,when you die, whether you get to go to the
Two minutes in I found myself asking toogoodplace with a mansion and your family. You must to
many questions. be good to go to the good place. Ifyou're bad, you go to a
At the beginning of the movie, Mark bad place. You get to do three bad things before you get no
Bellison( played by Ricky Gervais, whom I chance of going to the good place when you die. Welcome
have found funnier in real life than in any to Mark's theology. Mark has now invented a god.
role he' s played) meets Anna( Jennifer Gar-      The questions that people ask during this sequence are
ner) for a date, and in the course of a few minutes she tells him he's hilarious and right on target. " Does everyone get a mansion? What
fat and unattractive. They also blurt out some sexual language I won't if I want to live with my wife in her mansion?"" Does the Man in the
relate, but I found myself thinking: I understand that no one lies, to Sky cause natural disasters?" " Where does the Man in the Sky live?"
the point where there isn't even a word for lying— but does that mean    " What kind of bad things keep you from the good place?"" What if I
they have to state the truth to everyone the moment they see them?     hurt someone in self-defense?" " What if I forget to feed my dog?" I
Apparently along with not having evolved enough to tell the truth,     appreciated this section; making up a religion is hard! Any definite
humans also have not evolved to have any verbal self-control. And things Mark says simply lead to several more questions. This seemed
why,when told really cruel things by people( such as" you're a loser"),     pretty true to me.
does no one tell the truth and say," Wow, that was really mean— you Of course, more questions nagged me. No one had any religion
hurt my feelings"?    in this world? Is the movie arguing that in order for God to exist we
This is not only a world without lying; it is also a world without need the ability to lie?
fiction. Consequently, the only movies are historical documentaries,       I' m being too hard on what is just supposed to be a fun concept.
which consist of a man sitting with a pipe next to a fireplace relat-    Like I said, I' m a wonder maker. In the world Gervais (who also
ing a story. More questions: Say I go along with the idea that fiction wrote and co- directed, as well as starred in this movie) created, truth
is" lying"— why can't documentaries have, you know, pictures?Are consists solely of personal opinion and scientific fact. Anything else is
beautiful cinematic shots of mountains or animals some form of considered a lie. Mark eventually makes a mess of lying because, let's
lying?People are robbed of not only fiction but also imagination. Do face it, if you make the afterlife sound too good, no one wants to live,
people need to be able to lie in order to imagine? How did anything and, if you have the Man In the Sky control everything, then people
ever get invented?    become angry. In imagining a god; Mark messes up.
Of course, the whole point of this movie is that someone starts Final questions this movie left me with: Mark might have done a
lying. Something gets the circuits moving in Mark's brain, and he poor job imagining and explaining a god, but are we doing any bet-
lies in order to get some money. Not that he can call it lying— he ter? How do we deal with the wonder created by our God?
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Entertainment
Stuff to do when you don' t have a lot of dough
By Aimee Appell open 10 a. m.-5 p.m. Tuesday through gyros), french fries, hummus, yum!
M. Div. senior Saturday; 11 a.m.- 5 p.m. Sunday The Pho 79 at Raymond Ave.& Energy ParkRamsey County Library, temporary MIA features art from around the Drive—Vietnamese beef noodle souplocation, 2680 Arthur St., Roseville.    world and through time.
Monday=Ihursday 10 a. m.-9 p.m.; Eddington's in Har Mar Mall( word has
Friday-Saturday 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.;       
Minneapolis Sculpture Garden—       
it the soup is good). Weekly deals athttp://garden.walkerart.org/ index.wac.  htt  // thrift hi ster.com/ minnea olis.Sunday 12- 5 p.m. New release DVDs:  p       y p p
50 cents per night; other movies free. Bryant Lake Bowl— 
Shopping:http:// bryantlakebowl.com— food,Como Park Zoo and Conservatory—   drink, theater and bowling! Adults:
www.comozooconservatory.org. Free 4-$ 4. 50/ game;$ 2/ game Sundays after Goodwill( 1627 County Road B W.,
admission( suggested donation: adults
6 p.m.; 12& under$ 2. 75/ game; shoes
Roseville) & the Unique Thrift Store
2; children$ 1).  
1. 50.      
2201 37th Ave. NE., Minneapolis).
Choo Choo Bob's— http://      Shoreview Community Center,     Events:
choochoobobs.com, 2050 Marshall
including the Tropics Indoor WaterAve., St. Paul. Six train tables at the
Park($ 7-$ 8) & the Tropical Adventure Bare Bones Halloween Show, Hidden
back of the store— they love having Indoor Playground($ 4. 50/child), Falls Regional Park( North Gate), St.
kids come in and play!    
www.ci.shoreview.mn.us.
Paul— Oct. 24, 25, 30& 31, 7 p.m.—
While you're at Choo Choo Bob' s, stop in featuring larger- than-life puppets,
at Izzy's( www.izzysicecream. com) for Cheap eats (and drinks):     pyrotechnics, performers on stilts and
a cone. It's not exactly cheap, but it's live music; www.barebonespuppets. org.
really good!     
Coffee at the Park Midway Bank Free theater! Free tickets to October
espresso stand, corner of Como&
Hyland Lake Park Reserve—    Doswell, across from the Speedy
Performances all over the Twin Cities:
www.threerivers arks.or / arks/     
www.twincitiesfreenight.com.
P g P Mart: Featuring a Peace Coffee drip,
hyland-lake-park.aspx. This place has espresso drinks and tea:$ 142. You Oct. 30, Mounds Theatre( 1029 Hudson
stuff to do year-round: Biking, boating, get a free cookie with every drink, and Rd, St. Paul) B- Movie Special Feature,
sledding, skiing, snowshoeing, a kids'   all proceeds go to charity! Plus it's Terrorfrom Beneath the Earth, doors
play area and geocaching. closer when you' re running for coffee open at 9: 30 p. m.; admission is free
Minneapolis Institute ofArts— between classes!   donations are welcome).
www.artsmia.org. Free admission daily,      Mim's on Cleveland— shawarma( a. k.a.
Student Council news
By Mary Stoneback
M. A. senior
uther's Student Council met on Oct. 7 for the first official A
meeting of the school year. Officers were appointed, and
several points were discussed, including this year' s agenda s' I<< i4f€•,
goals and upcoming events and outreach possibilities. Watch for yrs z  `
information on an upcoming Autumn Festival!
If you have any questions, concerns or ideas please talk to yourJKa
fellow council representatives. They are: President and M.Div. All
senior Rep. Tim Wrenn, Vice President and M.Div. senior Rep.
Scott Egbers, Secretary and M.A. senior Rep. Mary Stoneback,
Treasurer and M.Div. middler Rep. Michael Peuse, Post-gradu-
ate Rep. Faith Lugazia, M.Div. middler Rep. Clint Mack, M.Div.
junior Rep. Benjamin Hollingsead, M.Div. junior Rep. Timothy
Maybee, M.A. senior Rep. Dennis Gelinek, M.A. junior Rep. Nicho-    Learner Rep. Michael Carlson and At-large Commuter Rep. Denise
las Huseby, M.A. junior Rep. Denise Shuck, At- large Second Career Fossen( not pictured).
Rep. Christine Hjelmstad, At-large International Rep. William We look forward to getting to know you this year! Let us know if
Obaga, At-large ecumenical Rep. Daniel Foster, At-large Distance there is any way we can help you out. God Bless!
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Table Talk
The Concord asks...       Googling the Spirit
When do you feel the Spirit?     www•mormon.org
All good people can feel the influence of the Holy Ghost,
but only those who are baptized and who receive the gift of
the Holy Ghost by priesthood authority have the right to His
constant companionship throughout life. While baptism
When I' m in Matt Skinner' s washes you ofyour sins, the Holy Ghost cleanses, sanctifies,
class, specifically— but more or purifies, you. If you remain faithful to your baptismal p
importantly, in the midst of covenants, you can have the Holy Ghost with you always to
creative worship "  help you recognize and understand truth, provide spiritual
Tim Snyder, M.Div. junior i strength and inspiration, comfort you in difficult times, and
guide you in making decisions. Your ability to enjoy this
divine gift depends on your obedience to God's command-
ments, as the Holy Ghost cannot remain with those who do
When I hear my children talking
not live according to God's teachings.
about God or what they learned
www.thevoiceforlove.com/
in Sunday School."  hoI  -s irit.html
Sarah Ruch, M.Div. senior
y
The Holy Spirit is the bridge to God within you. It is the
part of your mind— the part of your Spirit— that is joined
with the Mind of God. The Holy Spirit is the Voice for
IIs jai God and acts as a reminder to all of God's children of the4j     " If I feel my faith is being tested.       unconditional love that God has for them..
a The Spirit kicks in and helps me be N/ww.holyspiritguide.com/
strong."
Laurie Mandery, administrative None of us can say that they have fully received the
assistant, Seminary Pastor' s Office answers to these questions( about the Holy Spirit). If enough
of us share what we understand about the Holy Spirit per-
haps we will reach a fuller understanding as a group. Not
I feel the Spirit when the sun is everyone calls their spiritual guidance the Holy Spirit but
rising and the birds are singing
everyone that feels lead by the spirit agrees that the Holy
and I understand the meaning of 3
Spirit is a spirit which guides us from within. Some believe
a new creation."     
that the Holy Spirit is our higher self which is who we are
in our most evolved state at a time that transcends time and
Katya Ouchakof, first-year space. Others believe that the Holy Spirit is our Creator God
M.Th. student
who exists everywhere.
www.spirithome.com/ spirpers.htmi
I think I feel it most when God In a Barna survey in 1997, 61% of US residents surveyed
Speaks to me through) his word agreed with the statement that the Holy Spirit is" a symbol
and when I can relate that to a of God' s presence or power, but is not a living entity". Even
person in need."   more : that answer was held by a majority or near-major-
Mike Rusert,' M.Div.junior ity of those in most every Christian denominational family,
including mainline Protestants and evangelical Christians,
and was most common in non-whites and young people. It's
not a new view. Back in the days of the early church, some
actually can feel the Spirit held that the Holy Spirit was an `emanation' of God the
when I do yoga. I feel the Spirit Father, and others thought of the Spirit in the same terms as
everywhere in my body." the Talmudic discussions on the divine Shekinah( Presence),
Karoline Lewis, assistant professor as an expression ofwhat Christians call the` Father'. Those
of Biblical Preaching are not far off, they're justdescribing part of a larger picture,
w like speaking of an elephant by describing its ears without
reference to its trunk, tusks, or thick legs.
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